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• Why use social media?
• Selecting the right channels
• Defining your goals and metrics
• Creating content

What we will cover today



• Communications Manager at VLF 
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• Over a decade in Communications 
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and private industry
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Why run a session on social media



What you asked

Content ideasSocial media basics

Engaging with an audience

Social media strategy

Promoting the business Redefine what we do

Reach more people



Why run a session on social media

Sharing our experiences:
• What issues did we face?
• How did we come to our decisions?
• What lessons can we pass on?



Why use social media?



The wrong reason

We should be on Snapchat.

Why aren’t we on TikTok?

Everyone is on Instagram, we 
should be too.



• Established in 1967

• contribute to the development of a justice system that meets the 
legal and related needs of the Victorian community by improving 
knowledge and information about the Victorian justice system.

• We support better justice through research, education and 
grants

A bit of background on VLF

Victoria Law Foundation



A bit of background on VLF

What we used to do



A bit of background on VLF

Everyday-Law



A bit of background on VLF

The dilemma
• How do we transition away from a familiar brand?
• How do we provide value to our audience?
But more importantly

• What is our objective for using social media?
• What are we going to say?



Getting back to basics

Asking the right questions
• What are our goals?

• Increase awareness of issues?
• Engagement with the community?
• Participation at events?

• Who are our key audiences?
• Is it based on demographics, occupation, interests, others?
• Are there a number of different audiences?



Legal sector

General Public

What we came up with

Improve understanding and 
trust in the legal system

Increase participation in 
community legal events

Legal research community

Improve how the legal 
sector communicates

Increase awareness and 
participation in research

Teachers

Help students with VCE 
legal studies

Fund projects that address 
community legal need



Audience Personas



• What are our organisational goals?
• Who are our audiences?
• What do we want them to do/say/feel?
• What is our purpose?

Questions to ask yourself



Selecting the right 
channels



Remember this guy?

We should be on Snapchat.

Why aren’t we on TikTok?

Everyone is on Instagram, we 
should be too.



Social channels (a selection)

https://us.accion.org/

https://us.accion.org/


Our channel structure

2018



Today

Our channel structure



Facebook

Your Law Victoria
What
• Our ‘General Public’ channel
Why this channel
• Broad audience represented
• Good content, targeting and advertising options
• Good options for organising and promoting events
Decisions
• No need for a ‘Foundation’ branded page or organisational profile building
• ‘Your Law’ better reflects the purpose of the page



Twitter

VLF and VLF Exec
What
• Focus is on our sector audiences
Why this channel
• Strong industry/sector connections
• Good for building profile and sector-relevant communications
• Enables VLF to be part of the discussion
Decisions
• Created VLF Exec account to allow more personality, commentary and 

profile



LinkedIn

VLF
What
• Focuses on our activities
Why this channel
• Good for building profile and sector-relevant communications
• Attracts talent and connections to inform our work
Decisions
• Use this to promote activities specific for our sector audience
• Considering increasing usage by our staff – personal profiles



Why not Instagram?

• Not enough visual content to sustain a channel
• Not enough ‘Return on Investment’

DID YOU KNOW

You can advertise on Instagram without holding an Instagram account.

Instagram advertising is managed through Facebook.



Things to consider

• Time – how much can you invest?
• Audience – select the channel that’s right for you

Remember: You don’t have to be on every channel



Defining your goals 
and metrics



We’re back to purpose again

Social goals relate to organisation goals
• Running an event? Goal would be to sell tickets.
• Want people to read your content? Goal would be reach
• Social could contribute to increasing enquiries OR decreasing 

enquiries.



Different levels of goals

Channel

Campaign

Post

Consider how much time you can invest in analysis



Our strategy

Content – not just social
• Social media is one aspect of a broader content strategy

WebsiteSocial

Email Earned media



Our strategy

Different goals for content streams

Promoting events
Who: Sector, Public

Goals: Conversions, Traffic

Engage with legal system
Who: General Public

Goals: Awareness, Reach

Research
Who: Sector

Goal: Engagement, Traffic

New initiatives
Who: Public, Sector

Goals: Awareness, traffic

Public interest
Who: General Public

Goals: Reach, Engagement



Quantity

Quality

Pick relevant measures

Old measures New measures

Frequency of posts

Number of followers

Types of content created

Reach of content

Engagement with content



What we look at
Facebook

Average organic reach

The average number of people 
who see a post without paid 
distribution.

This measures how many people 
have seen our content and is also 
an indicator of quality, consistency 
and relevance. A higher number 
shows how well it appeals to the 
platform algorithm to reach the 
audience and how wide it was 
shared.

Engagement rate

The number of engaged users 
(people who click, like, share, or 
interact with a post) divided by the 
total reach of a post.

This measures the quality and 
relevance of posts. A higher 
number indicates that our audience 
finds our content interesting and 
relevant.

Percent of viewers who watch 
to 95% completion

The number of users who have 
watched at least 95% of a video 
divided by the number of users 
who have watched the video.

This shows if our videos are 
engaging for our audience and are 
the right format for the channel.



What we look at

Twitter

Average organic impressions

The average number of times a 
post was displayed without paid 
distribution.

This shows how many times our 
content was seen and is also an 
indicator of quality and relevance. 
A higher number shows how well 
it was received and shared 
through the platform.

Engagement rate

The number of engaged users 
(people who click, like, share, or 
interact with a post) divided by 
the total impressions of a post.

This measures the quality and 
relevance of posts. A higher 
number indicates that our 
audience finds our content 
interesting and relevant.



Facebook advertising objectives



Questions to ask yourself

• What are our organisational goals?
• How will social media contribute to those goals?
• How can we measure it?



Creating content



Oh geez, he’s back

Let’s make a viral video



Preparing your content ideas

Some simple rules we follow
• Who is the Audience?
• What is the Purpose of the content?
• What is the desired Action we want them to take?



Preparing your content ideas

Coming up with ideas
FAQs

What questions do you get 
asked? Answer them creatively!

Start a conversation
What are some topics that your 

audience would discuss?

Collect your assets
Any old photos? Interesting 
documents from the past?

Facts, figures, stats
Anything powerful that can tell 

a story

Who are you?
Tell a story about your business, 

your people. Be personal.

Case studies
Real people, real stories.

Your expert knowledge
Share some insights about your 

expertise

What’s in the news
Do you have a particular angle 
that furthers the discussion?

Check your calendar
Milestones? Anniversaries? 

Holidays? Major events?



Your resources

Work with what you’ve got
• Great content does not have to be 

expensive to produce



Our setup

Hardware Software



The cheap, simple option

Hardware Software



Simple, cheap content - Photos



Simple, cheap content - Links



Simple, cheap content – Case studies



Facebook Live

Benefits
• Sends notifications to followers
• Provides a sense of immediacy 

and currency
• Encourages reactions
• Rich, lengthy content that 

requires no post-production



Video – A few styles we’ve tried

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=969897233352495


Video – A few styles we’ve tried

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1148489498651758


Taking opportunities



Simple content rules

Facebook

Check the image sizeUse powerful / relevant images

Post when people are online

Schedule content in advance

Check the links work Encourage action - CTA

Proofread! Caption videos (where possible)



Simple content rules

Twitter

Share and replyMake friends – Follow people

Post when people are online

Schedule content in advance

Check the links work Use images effectively

Use hashtags, follow trends



Simple content rules

LinkedIn

Like, share and replyMake friends – Follow people

Check the links work

Schedule content in advance

Check the links work Use images/video effectively



Advertising

Where do we spend money?

Sometimes NeverMost common



Our advertising

Some rules we follow
• Spread the budget – small amounts, multiple ads
• Specific targeting – look at creating a well-defined audience
• Test and learn – including A/B testing (if in budget)



Facebook advertising objectives



Targeted advertising



Targeted advertising



Targeted advertising



Moderating

Tip: Don’t disable comments on 
your page. Social media is 

meant for discussions.

Make sure you set Guidelines



Moderating



Questions to ask yourself

• What are our organisational goals?
• How will social media contribute to those goals?
• How can we measure it?



Final thoughts



Key takeaways

• Always think of purpose and audience
• You don’t need to be on every channel
• Try some stuff – see what works



We’re expanding what we offer on social media

Do you provide legal information and resources for Victorians?

Do you run public community legal education events?

Contact us so we can amplify your content.

mhurst@victorialawfoundation.org.au

We’d love to hear from you
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